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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Coronavirus family member SARS- CoV-2 is a current worldwide threat.
It enters into the epithelium membrane of respiratory tract with the help of its antigenic
spike proteins and cause Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID -19). Methods: Considering
SARS- CoV-2 a potent vaccine or diagnostic candidate, a bioinformatical study was done
to determine its structure homology modeling, physiological properties and structure
validation with presence of antigenic sites. Results: The surface glycoprotein of SARSCoV-2 was found to be a stable protein with stereochemically good structure. It also
contains 65 antigenic sites. Conclusion: The present study suggests further wet-lab
research to develop a vaccine or diagnostic kit using this promising surface glycoprotein.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID -19) is recent pandemic
threat of the world. Worldwide, millions of COVID-19 patients
have been diagnosed after first case in December, 2019 at
Wuhan city of Hubei Province in China. A WHO and China
joint-venture had identified approximately 80,000 new cases
from Hubei and surrounding provinces till first week of March,
2020. It is said about this novel coronavirus that disease
symptoms appears on an average four days (practically within
two to seven days). However, according to a modeling study,
2.2 days incubation period could be only in 2.2 percent people
while 11.5 days in remaining percent of individuals[1-4].
The growth and economic productivity of world has been
constrained by this virus to slow down. The AIDS associated
stigma was more concerned with family members[5]; however,
the financial impact did not affect the society.
COVID-19 is a latest mutant member of coronavirus group
of family Coronaviridae. They have appeared with a crown or
halo-like structure under electron microscopy. Their outer
envelope is decorated with glycoprotein-studs. Coronaviruses
cause seasonal infection in human beings and cattle[6]. Their
transmission occurs via air droplets but there are no evidences
of spread of human coronavirus via cattle or other animals. The
human coronaviruses can be divided into two groups, 229E-like
and OC43-like. Both groups diverge from each other by
antigenic determinants and culturing requirements and also
shown very less cross reactivity and thus associated with
independent epidemics of indistinguishable disease[6].

The well-studied coronavirus species, known as Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome-related coronavirus may be a poor
representative for COVID-19. It is thus our current knowledge
and understanding is limited about of typical aspects associated
with this species and as a result we are unable to manage
zoonotic spillovers to humans. COVID-19 can kill patients by
severe pneumonia[7-9] and due to severity and rapid spreading
speed of virus, drugs repurposing has been in trial worldwide.
In in-vitro experiments, chloroquine derivative (hydroxy)
chloroquine have shown optimistic prophylactic and/or
remedial effects. Previously, Chloroquine is in use against
rheumatoid arthritis and lupus erythematosus and malaria as an
anti inflammatory agent. A study has indicated its possible
antiviral activities against SARS-CoV. According to Yan et al.,
chloroquine could increase endosomal pH and obstruct the
glycosylation of cellular receptors of SARS-CoV[10, 11].
In-silico studies are considered as a highly useful step for
resolution of the present top pandemic threats. The
pathologically important proteins of SARS-CoV-2 are
glycoproteins known as 6VSB_A, 6VSB_B and 6VSB_C.
These spike proteins target and disrupt the respiratory tract
epithelium, leading to deadly pneumonia. Further role of these
three glycoproteins in the pathogenesis are under study. A study
showed that 6VSB_B is more virulent than 6VSB_A and more
important for inducing the host inflammatory and innate
immune responses.The bioinformatics tools could predict a
structure to understand the other properties of these spike
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glycoproteins. It was considered that antigenic peptide of a
protein could be useful in diagnostic and vaccine purpose[12,
13]. In the present work, we evaluated and characterized the
surface glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2.

Percentage of various amino acid is shown in Fig. 1. Themodel
protein had a high percentage of Leucine (an alpha amino acid
and non polar aliphatic amino acid) for having a
pharmacological activity. The protein has 110 negatively
charged residues (Asp + Glu) and 103 positively charged
residues (Arg + Lys). Protparam also provided extinction
coefficient that narrate how much light could be absorbed by
model protein at a specific wavelength (considering Cystine for
calculation due to cysteine's property to not absorb appreciably
at wavelengths >260 nm) for a given wavelength. The resulted
absorption was 1.055 (1g/l).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Set
The sequence of surface glycoprotein (accession number
QHD43416.1) was obtained from NCBI Protein database.
Thereafter, a surface glycoprotein 6 VSB template sequence
was applied for pBlast run to identify template protein with
high percentage of similarity[14]. At the same time, the PDB
file of 6 VSB [15] were downloaded from the PDB
database[16] and to homology modeling crystal structure of
prefusion 2019-nCoV spike glycoprotein was utilized [15].
Sequence Analysis
The Protparam tool[17] was applied to evaluate isoelectric
point,instability, grand average of hydropathicity(GRAVY),
and amino acid and atomic composition for SARS-CoV-2[18].
Homology Modeling
Protein structure homology was done by automatic
homology modeling server SWISS-MODEL accessible on a
web-server[19]. Three protein models were prepared as per
given instruction on SWISS MODEL web server. These three
models were checked for its energy level and a model with low
energy was considered best for further studies. The PDB format
files of an unknown protein (Surface glycoprotein SARS- CoV2) and the template protein (Prefusion 2019-nCoV spike
glycoprotein; 6VSB) was visualized in PyMoL, a molecular
visualization system (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System,
Version 1.2r3pre, Schrödinger, LLC). PyMoL based alignment
of homologous sequences between 6VSB and Surface
glycoprotein SARS-CoV-2 was recorded and thereafter, surface
glycoprotein SARS-CoV-2 was used to construct spatial
structure file based on the template protein[20].

Fig. 1. The in-silico based analysis gives amino acid’s percent
wise composition
On considering N terminal as methionine, the half-life (time taken
for half of the amount of synthesized protein in a cell) of model
protein was also predicted i.e. 30 h for mammalian reticulocytes in
vitro>20 h (yeast, in vivo). >10 h (Escherichia coli, in vivo).The
instability index value of model protein was found to be 33.01,
indicating a stable protein. Being a cut off, value of instability
index should be below 40 for a stable protein in test tube.Aliphatic
index of protein is narrated about the amino acids which have an
aliphatic side chain (Alanine, Valine,Isoleucine and Leucine) in
their structure. It may also regard as positive factor for
thermostability of globular protein. Modeled protein had Aliphatic
Index of 84.67. GRAVY (Grand Average of Hydropathicity) index
shows the solubility of the protein. Positive GRAVY shows
hydrophobic and negative GRAVY shows hydrophilic. The
modeled protein had negative value means protein is hydrophilic.

Validation of Structure
The protein properties were validated by constructing Ram
Chandran Plot (ProSA-web), which is a plot of torsional angles.
It is an approach to visualize energetically-allowed regions for
backbone dihedral angles[21, 22]. Stereochemical quality of
protein model was evaluated using Procheck[23, 24]. Z-score
plot (ProSA-web), which is also called standard score, provided
an idea of how far from the mean a data point is and indicated
the overall model quality[21, 22].
Antigenic Sites In SARS-Cov-2 Surface Glycoprotein
Antigenic sites for this predicted protein sequence was
identified by using single parameter based antigenic Emboss
tool[25]. The tool was applied as per instruction of developer.

Structure of the Protein
The PYmol tool is an open source molecular visualization
system developed by Warren Lyford DeLano. It produces a
high-quality 3D image of protein (Fig. 2) and protein with
template alignment (Fig. 3).

RESULTS
The PROTPARAM Observations
Physical and chemical parameters of homology model of
protein demonstrated that spike glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2
has 1273 amino acids (Fig. 1) and molecular weight of
141178.47 Da with theoretically computed value of isoelectric
point (pI) 6.24 that plays important role to define the pH
dependent characteristics (stability, catalysis) of protein.
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Fig.3. Structure of Surface glycoprotein with template alignment

Fig. 2. SARS-CoV-2 surface glycoprotein homology model

2533 out of 2976 non-Proline and non-Glycine residues i.e.
85.1 % residues in the core regions which indicated a
stereochemically good structure quality of the protein (Fig. 4).
Other qualities indicated in Ramchandran plot has been
mentioned in Table 1.

Validation of Protein Structure
(I) Ramchandran Plot
Analysis and understanding of the reliability of a protein
model is extremely important in terms of overall structure as
well as its details. Ramachandran plot could authenticate the
co-ordinates and quality of the protein structure[26].
Statistically Ramchandran plot of 6VSB homology model has
Table 1. Properties based on Ramchandran plot analysis

*| All Ramachandrans:

192 labelled residues (out of3354)

+| Chi1-chi2 plots:

35 labelled residues (out of1954)

5 better

| Side-chain params:

0 inside

0 worse

*| Residue properties: Max.deviation:

6.9

Bad contacts:

*|Bond len/angle:

8.1

Morris et al class:

0

1

1

2|

+|1 cis-peptides|

| G-factors

*| Planar groups:

Dihedrals:

88.2%

-0.40

Covalent:

-0.02

Overall:

-0.23 |

within limits

11.8%

highlighted

41 off graph
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Fig.4. Ramchandranplot of 6VSB protein from SARS-CoV-2 surface spikes. The white coded areas verify the conformations of closer atoms
in the polypeptide than the sum of their van der Waals radii. White regions allowed exclusively for glycine due to absence of a side chain. The
yellow coded regions are specific for shorter van der Waals radii atoms that can come to little closer together. This brings out an additional
region which corresponds to the left-handed alpha-helix. The red region contains alpha-helical and beta-sheet of proteins.

While the graph in Fig. 6, below for the target is mostly
below from the zero on x-axis, based on this graph, the modeled
3D structure for the target can be constructed [27].

(II) Z-score
The overall model quality Z-Score from ProSA-web is
shown in Fig. 5.The positive Z-score shows that the structure is
not stabilized while zero and negative score is an indication of
one of the best ideal structures[27, 28]. The Z-score of the
template sequence (6VSB) was -6.57 as shown in Fig. 5. This
negative score of the target demonstrated that the model is
structurally reliable.

Fig.6. Plot of residue scores of a native protein structure. Plot
of residue scores of protein structure showed the energy graph.

Analysis of physicochemical parameters discloses that
SARS-CoV-2 glycoprotein has 1273 amino acids and molecular
weight of 141178.47 Da with GRAVY score −0.079. A
negative GRAVY score belongs to stable, hydrophilic protein
molecule which is capable of establishing hydrogen bonds[28].

Fig. 5. Z-score of the template sequence (6VSB) from SARSCoV-2 surface spikes. The group of X Ray sources (light blue)
and NMR sources (dark blue) are shown.
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Antigenic site prediction tool Emboss [25] predicted a total of
65 antigenic sites on SARS-CoV-2 surface glycoprotein (Table
2).

Antigenic Sites in SARS-CoV-2 Surface Glycoprotein
On experimental basis, hydrophobic residues Cys, Leu and
Val are a part of antigenic sites on surface of proteins [25].

Table 2. Antigenic sites are predicted in SARS-CoV-2 surface
glycoprotein

Start
4
1215
1039
504
123
358
607
1123
857
535
262
209
485
34
1262
387
168
115
749
332
286
846
429
998
780
912
1029
374
959
238
581
1138
684

End
19
1256
1071
528
146
372
629
1136
867
541
278
233
497
71
1270
404
178
121
765
341
296
855
436
1016
792
921
1037
385
969
251
600
1146
698

Score
1.261
1.221
1.215
1.214
1.213
1.183
1.182
1.175
1.167
1.152
1.151
1.147
1.144
1.143
1.143
1.140
1.139
1.139
1.138
1.132
1.131
1.131
1.126
1.126
1.126
1.125
1.125
1.123
1.122
1.120
1.115
1.115
1.113

Start
1172
1078
973
735
661
872
632
932
891
768
834
347
450
1195
719
558
157
818
298
23
1091
81
317
802
548
200
407
1161
470
702
1206
1186

Max_score_pos
8
1250
1063
510
129
364
610
1129
861
536
267
228
491
45
1267
393
173
117
752
338
294
852
432
1010
784
914
1035
380
965
242
587
1140
690

End
1180
1086
996
746
675
881
654
955
899
773
844
353
456
1203
731
564
163
832
311
29
1098
94
330
810
554
207
412
1167
478
708
1213
1192

Score
1.112
1.110
1.107
1.107
1.106
1.101
1.101
1.100
1.100
1.099
1.097
1.095
1.094
1.091
1.089
1.088
1.085
1.084
1.076
1.075
1.074
1.071
1.070
1.064
1.064
1.062
1.061
1.058
1.050
1.044
1.036
1.022

Max_score_pos
1177
1080
974
741
671
876
652
949
895
769
843
350
454
1200
727
562
160
824
303
25
1093
85
329
805
549
203
410
1167
477
704
1212
1186

Fig.6. SARS-CoV-2 with different antigenic sites.
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Fig. 7. SARS-CoV-2 surface glycoprotein with antigenic sites. Fig. 6 shows different antigenic sites while position view of antigenic site
has been shown in Fig. 7.
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The authors declare that they have no conflict of interest.
Due to the epidemic emergency, bioinformatics studies are
highly significant to analyze the protein structure of SARSCoV-2 surface glycoprotein. While the conventional vaccines
are able to stimulate an immune reaction using the whole
pathogen, virulent or antigenic part into the host, bioinformatics
could help the vaccine researchers to identify antigenic regions
or epitopes present in a protein which are potential candidate to
provoke different arms of the immune system [29]. Moreover,
surface-exposed peptides study can reduce the investigation
time and cost while adding higher specificity to a vaccine
research [30].
Here we analyzed the structure of SARS-CoV-2 surface
glycoprotein by a homology modeling method along with
different other tools. We identified 65 antigenic sites present in
SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein which makes it a potential
candidate for the vaccine design. This antigenic spike protein
had a molecular weight of 141178.47 Da with a pI value of
6.24. Investigating the pI is considered important for the pHdependent characteristics like a protein’s stability and catalysis
properties. The investigated spike protein had also a high
percentage of Leucine and an estimated half-life of 30 h in
mammalian cells with an absorption of light was (>260 nm)
1.055 (1g/l). Moreover, the negative value of GRAVY of this
spike glycoprotein suggested its hydrophilic nature. It can also
be envisaged that this protein can form hydrogen bond easily.
Altogether, the present study suggests that SARS-CoV-2
appears to be highly stable protein with different antigenic sites.
Based on the present findings and upon further analyses, the
antigenic sites of these surface glycoproteins could be a
potential candidate for peptide or DNA vaccines as well as
pertaining diagnostics kits.
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